The research objective was to analyze various survey measures of inflation expectation in Indonesia.
I. INTRODUCTION
The important role of inflation expectation in determining the level of inflation has been accepted as an important premise in inflation targeting countries. Recent research in Indonesia, done by Alamsyah (2008) , showed that after the crisis (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) Indonesia»s inflation have shifted from a more backward looking behavior (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) to a more forward looking one. This finding is also confirmed by Harmanta (2009) that conclude that there is an increase in central bank»s credibility after the implementation of full fledges Inflation Targeting Framework (third quarter of 2005) that make inflation formation to be more forward looking. In addition, according to Gnan et al. (2009) , well-anchored low inflation expectations are widely regarded as an important indicator of a central bank»s credibility regarding its price stability commitment. These arguments emphasized the importance of inflation expectation measures as one of critical information needed by Bank Indonesia as a monetary authority.
In general, there are three ways from which we can get measures of inflation expectation, first, survey among economic agents, second, survey among professional forecasters, and third, information from financial market.Deriving inflation expectation from financial market information has been extensively explored by researchers in Bank Indonesia. Laksmono et al. (2000) tried to derive inflation expectation from nominal deposit rate. Unfortunately, the researchers believe that the model is not robust and cannot be used to measure inflation expectation. According to the researchers, this may be caused by the insignificant influence of inflation in determining the deposit rate. Wuryandani (2001) used SVAR method that is based on Fisher equation to extract inflation expectation from nominal deposit rate. Based on research, done by Wuryandani et al. (2003) , this measure was outperformed by SKDU measure of inflation expectation with regard to its ability to estimate future inflation. The most recent research that attempted to derive inflation expectation from financial market information was done by Kurniati and Sahminan (2008) . In this research, inflation expectation was extracted from Surat Utang Negara (SUN) yields. Anwar and Chawwa (2008) found that this method also produce unsatisfactory measures of inflation expectation since SUN yields are mostly influenced by the movement in policy rate and market perception regarding fiscal condition.
In this research we will focus our attention to the first two methods of measuring inflation expectation which are survey among economic agents and professional forecasters. A number of empirical studies in developed countries found that economic agents» inflation expectations are heterogeneous. In addition, Gnan et al (2009) argue that Inflation expectation across various sectors or agents may influence each other. Analyzing survey measures of inflation expectation enable us to test two previous hypotheses that have been proven empirically in the developed countries.
To be precise, there are 4 empirical research questions that we try to answer, (i) are there any variations among inflation expectations of different economic agents and are there any inflation expectation spillovers among different economic agents?, (ii) are survey measures of inflation expectation related to past, present or future inflation?, (iii) do survey measures of inflation expectation affect actual Inflation and how important are shocks to inflation expectations for actual inflation dynamics? And (iv) do survey data provide useful directional information regarding current and future level of inflation?In addition, we will also examine whether the available survey measures of inflation expectation are sufficient for monetary policy purposes, in terms of variety of agents and term structure of inflation expectation availability.
Second part of this paper analyzes the theoretical and empirical literatures, and part three explain the methodology. Result and analysis will be presented on chapter four, while conclusion will close the presentation.
II. THEORY

New Keynesian Phillips Curve
In the late 1950s, A.W. Phillips documented a statistical relationship between wage inflation and unemployment in the UK. This relationship was then also found to work well for price inflation and for other economies (Whelan, 2005) . This statistical relationship is widely known as Phillips Curve which basically said that there is an inverse relationship between inflation and unemployment. In 1968, Milton Friedman criticizes the Phillips Curve in relation to its treatment of expectation. In addition to that, the stagflation which is a combination of high inflation and high unemployment in the 1970s seems to support Friedman critique toward Phillips Curve.
Keynesian economists responded to this critique and attempt to build models that incorporate rational expectations and that provide a microeconomic justification for monetary policy having at least a short run effect. They come up with sticky prices assumption in which made possible the condition of not all markets are clearing at once, and aggregate output may sometimes be below what would be obtained when all prices move flexibly. One of the widely known versions of sticky prices formulation is Calvo Pricing. Whelan (2005) argue that although this formulation is not the most realistic one, it turns out to provide analytically convenient expressions, and has implications that are very similar to those of more realistic but more complicated formulations. Calvo assumed that in each period, only a random fraction of firms ( 1-θ ) are able to reset their price while all other firms keep their prices unchanged. If firms do get to reset their price, they must take into account that the price may be fixed for many periods. A firm chooses their price ( z t ) that minimizes the following loss function:
(1) Where β < 1 is the discount factor, and p* t+k is the optimal price that the firm would set in period t+k in the absence of price rigidity Differentiating this loss function with respect to z t will result in the optimal reset price equation as follows: (2) This expression is achieved by assuming that the optimal price is set as a fixed markup over marginal cost:
By defining inflation rate as: π t = p t -p t-1 , we will get the following expression:
This expression is the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) in which inflation is a function of next period inflation expectation and real marginal cost ( mc t -p t ).
In reality, we cannot observe real marginal cost. Since marginal cost is pro-cyclical, many researchers use output gap ( y t ) in the NKPC equation, so that the equation becomes:
Gali and Gertler suggest a ≈hybrid∆ version of New Keynesian Phillips Curve which, in addition to the same assumptions we mentioned before, includes also a fraction of firms that set prices according to rule of thumb that depends on lagged inflation (Whelan, 2005) . This suggestion is based on the poor empirical performance of NKPC, and an effort to incorporate the belief of many economists that current level of inflation is a function of its own lagged values. The expression for the ≈hybrid∆ NKPC is:
The aggregate price level is:
Criteria of Inflation Expectation Information needed by Monetary Authorities
A number of empirical studies find that economic agent inflation expectations are heterogeneous. Economic agents or sectors may differ in the way they form inflation expectations, which may result in persistent differences in inflation expectations. Mankiw et al. (2003) stated that Inflation expectation heterogeneity varies over time, moving with inflation, the variability of inflation and the variability of relative prices.
From the central bank point of view, the aims of monitoring inflation expectation are to obtain indications about the credibility of the central bank commitment to safeguarding price stability, and to collect information about future price dynamics overtime. Depending on the purpose, the type of agents whose expectations are monitored may differ (Gnan et al, 2009 ). Gnan also stated that monetary authority should simultaneously monitor inflation expectation of various sectors and agents (households, wage setters, price setters, financial markets and professional forecaster) because: 1. The appropriate monetary policy response may differ depending on the sector from which an expectation shocks originate 2. The central bank should monitor its credibility across a broad range of economic agents or sectors 3. Inflation expectation across various sectorsor agents may influence each other
In many economic models, monetary policy shows it most powerful effects on inflation over time horizon of two to three years (UK and US data). According to Gnan et al (2009) , inflation expectation up to 12 months likely say more about price level effects than about monetary policy credibility. In contrast,Landau (2009) argue that monetary policy and the related communication should simultaneously consider inflation expectations over various time horizons and not be content with anchoring very long-term inflation expectation alone. Research done by Dewati, Suryaningsih and Chawwa (2009) conclude that a shock in the form of an increase in real SBI rate will be responded by a decrease in inflation in the next quarter up until next 4 quarters, with most effect is in the next 2 quarters. From this we can conclude that, for the case of Indonesia, it is desirable for Bank Indonesia to have term structure information on the dynamic development of inflation expectation for the next 1 to 4 quarters horizons. . . . .
III. METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of analyzing the behavior of the survey data (heterogeneity and spillovers among different indicators) and its correlation to the actual inflation, we use graphical analysis, correlation analysis and granger causality test. To examine whether survey measures of inflation expectation have an effect on the dynamic of the actual inflation, we use VAR (Vector Auto Regression) analysis. And to analyze the potential directional information of survey measures of inflation expectation in predicting current and future level of inflation, we compare the additional predictive power of a simple inflation model if we add each inflation expectation measure as one of the independent variables in the model.
We use survey data that are published by Direktorat Statistik Ekonomi dan MoneterBank Indonesia for Survei Konsumen (SK), Survei Penjualan Eceran (SPE) and Survei Kegiatan Dunia Usaha (SKDU). For analysis in this paper, we use only quarterly inflation expectations from Consensus Forecast that are published by Consensus Economics. In addition to quarterly inflation expectations, Consensus Forecast also published current and next year inflation expectations every month. But this data have very limited usefulness since they do not have a fixed forecast horizon, and in order to correctly analyze the behavior of this data with regards to the relationship with other survey data and actual inflation, we need to treat the data separately according to the month they were published. This will result in a very short data point»s availability. Summary of information regarding all the surveys that we use in this research are presented in Table 1 .
For actual inflation data (qtq and yoy), we use inflation rate that are published by Statistic Indonesia (BadanPusatStatistik, BPS). We calculate the 6 month inflation rate based on Consumer Price Index published by BPS. We acquired quarterly Terms of Trade data from SOFIE (Short Term Forecast for Indonesian Economy) Model. Output Gaps (quarterly) are calculated using multivariate process based on unemployment and capacity utilization approach. Detailed explanation of this approach is available in Tjahjono et al. (2009) .
The availability of the survey data are based on the availability of the data as published by DSM (for SK, SPE, SKDU and SPP). For Consensus Forecast, the availability of the data are based on the availability of the data in Bank Indonesia»s Research Library (for hardcopy) and Bank Indonesia Library»s website (for softcopy)
As summarized on Table 1 , in Indonesia, there are various measures of inflation expectations from various economic agents. For each agent, usually there are various time horizons reported: -SK and SPE have information about price level for the next 3 and 6 months (next 1 and 2 quarter). -SKDU have information about price level for the next quarter (all publications), next 2 quarter inflation expectation (in second quarter publications), next 3 quarter inflation expectation(in first quarter publications), and next 4 quarter inflation expectation (in fourth quarter publications). -SPP have information regarding next quarter inflation expectation (all publications), next 2 quarter inflation expectation (in second quarter publications), next 3 quarter inflation expectation (in first quarter publications), and next 4 quarter inflation expectation (in fourth quarter publications). Notes:
The availability of the survey data are based on the availability of the data as published by DSM (for SK, SPE, SKDU and SPP). For Consensus Forecast, the availability of the data are based on the availability of the data in Bank Indonesia's Research Library (for hardcopy) and Bank Indonesia Library's website (for softcopy)
-CF has information regarding inflation expectation for 1 to 6 quarter a head horizons. Other than that, it also has monthly data on current year inflation expectation and nextyear inflation expectation (average of yoy monthly inflations). -From all the surveys, CF is the only one which gives us a complete term structures of inflation expectation dynamics for the next 1 to 4 quarter horizons. It would be ideal if Bank Indonesia have the same kind of information from the other surveys. As will be apparent in the next chapters, analyzing the relationship among various survey measures of inflation expectation would require that those surveys have compatible measurements and forecast horizons.
Worth to note on CF measures of inflation expectation, the quarterly yoy inflation expectations published by CF are actually the average of monthly yoy inflation forecast of a particular quarter, not the yoy inflation forecast of the last month of the quarter. This will complicate analysis in a way that these measures are not compatible with any other measurement from the other surveys. But considering that the level of fluctuation or variance among monthly yoy inflation in each quarter are relatively low, in this paper, we will examine also the accuracy, correlation and additional predictive power of CF measures by assuming that these measures are compatible with end of quarter yoy inflation expectation (in addition to assuming them as compatible with the average monthly yoy inflation expectation of each quarter).
As shown in Table 1 , there are two types of inflation expectation data that we get from the surveys, balance scores (SK,SPE,SKDU) and Inflation rates(Consensus Forecast, SPP, SKDU_end of year inflation). The survey that uses balance scores are measuring price movement of the next 3 or 6 months period, while survey that uses inflation rate are measuring yoy inflation for If we assume that the index (SBT) is a measure of price movement expectation of agent from the time of the survey until the next three month, then we can get a measure of next 3 month yoy inflation expectation of agent by adding 3 previous index (with 3 month lag each) with the current index.
If we assume that the index (SBT) is a measure of price movement expectation of agent from the time of the survey until the next 6 month, then we can get a measure of next 6 month yoy inflation expectation of agent by adding 1 previous index (with 6 month lag) with the current index.
If we assume that the index (SBT) is a measure of next quarter inflation expectation (qtq), then we can get a measure of next quarter yoy inflation expectation of agent by adding 3 previous index with the current index.
a particular horizon. The two measurements are not compatible one another. For comparison purposes, we modified the balance scores so that they are compatible to yoy inflation expectation measures. This is done by adding the previous balance scores to the current balance score. A detailed modification method is explained in below. As we will see in the next chapters, this modification can reasonably mimic the movement of the actual yoy inflation.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Correlation, Heterogeneity and Spillovers of Inflation Expectation among Survey Data
As shown in Table 3 , all surveys that use either balance scores or inflation rates measurement have significant correlation with actual inflation at the intended forecast horizon. The correlation with actual inflation decreases as the forecast horizon increases.
Many empirical studies in developed countries have found that inflation expectations of different economic agents are heterogeneous, and this heterogeneity varies over time, moving with inflation, the variability of inflation and the variability of relative prices. In this section, we will examine the heterogeneity of inflation expectation measures from various economic agents. In addition, we will also try to capture any indications of spillover between a certain agent inflation expectations to the others.
Based on the assumed availability of information regarding price movement that economic agents have, we expect that firms» inflation expectation influence retailers» inflation expectation. As producers of goods and services, firms should have firsthand information regarding their future pricing plan. The next group of agents that received this information should be the retailers and then the consumers. Based on the same argument, we also expect retailers» inflation expectation influence consumers» inflation expectation. Granger causality test and lead/lag correlation are the methods of choice to test these hypotheses. For this purpose, we will group Inflation expectation data with compatible measurements and time horizons: For next 3 and 6 month price movement expectation (monthly data), we have 2 indicators, based on consumers (SK) and retailers (SPE) surveys. As we can see from Figure 1 , for 3 month price movement, both indicators shows significantly high correlation, with the highest correlation is between price movement expectation of consumer at time t and price movement expectation of retailers at time t-1. From this we can conclude that retailers price movement expectation lead consumer price movement expectation by 1 month. For 6 month price movement expectation, the same thing happens in which retailers» expectation lead consumers» expectation 
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by 1 month. From correlation analysis and granger causality test, we can see that there is a possibility of inflation expectation»s spillover from retailers to consumers.
Fornext quarter price movement expectation, we have 3 indicators, based on consumers, retailers and firms surveys. As we can see in Figure 2 , all indicators show significantly high correlation at time t. Since we use quarterly data, we do not see the same phenomenon as in the monthly data in which retailers» expectation lead consumers» expectation. But, the result of granger causality test among all indicators seems to suggest that consumers» expectation is ≈influenced∆ by retailers» expectation. If we use quarterly data, consumers, retailers and firms price movement expectations seems to move together with a very high correlation among them. This may suggest that the heterogeneity of inflation expectationamong these agents is very low. As previously mentioned, Consensus Forecast (CF) data are actually measures the average monthly yoy inflation forecast of each quarter, but for the analysis in this section we will use CF Indicators as if they measure quarterly yoy inflation expectation (the yoy inflation expectation of the last month in each quarter). The compatible indicator for 1 quarter a head Consensus Forecast is the modified SKDU balance scores. This balance scores have been modified to be compatible with the measurement of yoy inflation (detailed explanation of the modification are in the Appendix). Figure 3 shows that both indicators (CF and SKDU) have significantly high correlation, with the highest correlation is between inflation expectation of firms at time t and inflation expectation of professional forecasters at time t+1. Firms» inflation expectation seems to lead CF»s inflation expectation by 1 quarter. Based on this and the result of granger causality test, we may conclude that there seems to be an indication that inflation expectation of professional forecasters is ≈influenced∆ by inflation expectation of firms. Survei Persepsi Pasar (SPP) reports the modus of the next quarter and end of year inflation expectation range. Correlation analysis as previously done to the other indicators cannot be used in analyzing SPP data, so instead we will use graphical analysis. The compatible indicator for next quarter inflation expectation is Consensus Forecast 1 Quarter, and for end of year inflation expectation is SKDU-end of year. As we can see from Figure 4 , for next quarter inflation expectation, forecast from CF are always inside the modus range of SPP. For short horizon, as shown by the other surveys, the heterogeneity of inflation expectation between CF and SPP is very low. For end of year inflation expectation, both SPP and SKDU collect the same data. For every first, second and third quarters, each survey asks the respondent their inflation expectation of the fourth quarter of the same year. While at fourth quarter of every year, they ask the respondents» inflation expectation of the fourth quarter of next year. As we can see from Figure  4 , most of the time, SKDU respondents have higher inflation expectation than SPP respondents. The horizons for these data are mostly longer than 1 quarter. For these longer horizons, we observed that the heterogeneity of inflation expectation between SPP and SKDU are higher than what we found among other surveys for 1 quarter a head horizon. 
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Figure 4. Correlation of Inflation Expectation from Business Survey (SKDU) and Professional Forecasters Survey (SPP and CF)
Among the compatible surveys that use balance scores method, we find that they have significantly high correlation. The longer the forecast horizon, the level of correlation among different surveys decreases. We find the same behavior from all the surveys that ask the respondent the future expected inflation rate. The correlation among surveys with 1 quarter a head forecast horizon is very high. On the other hand, we find that inflation expectation from SKDU respondent (the Mean) is persistently higher than the expectation of SPP respondent (the Modus) for forecast horizon longer than 1 quarter.
From the analysis in this section we can conclude that for 1 quarter a head forecast horizon, the level of heterogeneity of inflation expectation of firms (SKDU), consumers (SK), retailers (SPE) and professional forecaster (SPP and CF) are very low. The evidence from correlation analysis and granger causality test suggest that the consumer inflation expectation might be ≈influenced∆ by retailers» inflation expectation, and inflation expectation of professional forecaster might be ≈influenced∆ by inflation expectation of firms.
Relationship with Past, Current and Future Inflation
This sectionexamine the correlation between survey measures of inflation expectation with actual inflation. Similar to the previous section, we are not only interested on the correlation of inflation expectation and actual inflation at the intended forecast horizon, but also to the past and current inflation (measured at the time of the survey).Correlation analysis can be done using both balance scores data and inflation rates data. For surveys that report inflation expectation rates we will also try to assess their accuracy with regards to their ability to forecast inflation rate at the intended forecast horizon. From Figure 5 , we can see that SK 3 monthbalance scores are highly correlated to the next 3 month inflation, but the highest correlation is with the present level of qtq inflation.The same thing happen with SK 6 monthbalance score, in which they are highly correlated to the next 6 months inflation, but the highest correlations are with the first 3 months inflations. Higher correlation to future inflation compared to past inflation might reflect the forward looking behavior of consumers in forming inflation expectation. Although it need to be noted that consumers still put relatively high consideration to current level of inflation in forming inflation expectation. SK balance scores are expected to give indication of price movement expectation for the next three or six months, so it will be compatible with the measurement of qtq or 6 month inflation. To get a compatible measure of next 3 or 6 month yoy inflation, we add previous balance scores to the current balance scores (3 previous balance scores with 3 month interval each for next 3 month balance score; and 1 previous balance score with 6 month interval for 6 month balance score). One caveat of this approach is that the modified balance scores are not based only on the available information to the respondents at the time of the survey, but also based on the ≈incomplete∆ information available at the time before the survey. From Figure 6 we see that there is high correlation between the modified 3 month balance scores with the next 3 month yoy inflations, but the highest correlation is with the next 2 months yoy inflation. We also see that there is high correlation between the modified balance scores with the next 6 months yoy inflations, but the highest correlation is with the next 3 and 4 months yoy inflations.These results are in accordance to the result of the original balance scores. The only difference is that the levels of correlation to future inflations are more pronounced. Figure 7 shows the correlation of retailers» inflation expectation with actual inflation.As we can see,both 3 month and 6 month balance scores show higher correlation to future level of inflation than current and past level of inflation. Compared to consumers, retailers show a more forward looking behavior and put less weight to the current level of inflation in forming inflation expectation. 
Figure 7. Correlation of Inflation Expectation from Retailer Survey (SPE) and Actual inflation
We modified the SPE balance scores, using the same method used on SK balance scores. The correlation result can be seen in Figure 8 .As in SK data, for modified 3 month balance scores, the correlation with yoy inflation is highest at time t+2. Compare to the original balance scores, the modified 6 month balance scores shows higher correlation to the next 3 month level of inflations than to the next 6 month level of inflation.
If we use full sample of both SK and SPE, overall correlation levels of retailers» inflation expectation to actual inflation are lower than what we found in consumers. This is mostly caused by the longer availability of retailers» inflation expectation data compared to consumers». For apple to apple comparison between the two surveys, we will shows correlation analysis that encompasses the same period for both surveys in Table 4 . It is very fortunate that the period in which consumer and retailers survey are available are in accordance with the period after the implementation of Inflation Targeting Framework by Bank Indonesia.
As we can see in Table 4 , three month SPE balance scores show higher correlation to future level of inflation than current and past level of inflation. Similar to what we find if we use full sample period of both surveys, compared to consumers, retailers show a more forward looking behavior and put less weight to the current level of inflation in forming the next 3 month inflation expectation. A different result is shown for 6 month balance scores in which we found that both SK and SPE balance scores shows a very similar pattern of correlation with current and future level of inflation.In forming the next 6 month inflation expectation, both consumers and retailers, after the implementation of ITF, show a forward looking behavior with less influenced from current level of inflation. The correlations of firms» inflation expectation to actual inflation are shown in Figure 9 . The highest correlation is found between firms» inflation expectation and the next quarter inflation, which is the intended forecast horizon. From this we can conclude that compared to consumers and retailers, firms show a more ≈rational∆ inflation expectation. This is a preliminary finding that needs to be explored more since it is only based on correlation analysis and using a ≈qualitative∆ measure of inflation expectation. The analysis in the next 2 sections hopefully can add more arguments to this finding. 
SKDU
Since SKDU balance scores are supposed to be compatible with the next quarter price movements, we add 3 previous quarter balance score to the current balance score to get a measure of yoy inflation expectation. A different result is found, in which the highest correlation is now with the current level of yoy inflation. But correlation to the next quarter inflation remains quite high. This might due to the higher correlation between current and previous quarter level of yoy inflation compared to the current and previous quarter level of qtq inflation. Form Figure 10 , we can see that the movement of firms» next quarter inflation expectation can imitate the movement of actual inflation relatively well.
We analyzed the correlation of consensus forecast data with two measurements of inflation, the average yoy quarterly inflation and the end of period yoy quarterly inflation. Due to the small variances among monthly yoy inflation in a quarter (shown in Appendix), the correlation results show similar outcomes (Figure 11 ). This confirms the fact that we can use CF data as a very good proxy of end of period quarterly yoy inflation expectation. From Figure 11 , we can see that, as the forecast horizon increase, the correlations of the forecasts with actual inflations decrease. All forecasts (regardless of forecast horizons) show significant correlation to the current and next quarter level of inflations. Table 5 reports various accuracy measures of different agents» inflation expectations. In this table the accuracy of CF data is based on the comparison with the end of period»yoy quarterly inflation. Inflation expectation from Consensus Forecast shows a comparable performance with inflation expectation series produced by SSMX model. CF and SKDU measures of inflation expectation also show relatively similar performance, but the SKDU measures only available in the third quarter»s publications. From the table, we can conclude that among all survey that reports the inflation expectation rates (not balance scores), Consensus Forecast has the best performance in terms of accuracy in predicting the level of inflation at the intended forecast horizons. Comparison of various accuracy performance of CF in Table 5 and 6, once again confirms the fact that we can use CF data as a very good proxy of end of period yoy quarterly inflation expectation. For the same reasons we mentioned in the previous chapter, we cannot use correlation and error analysis with SPP measures of inflation expectation, so instead we use graphical analysis. From Figure 12 , we can see that the accuracy of next quarter inflation expectation from SPP is relatively good, since all inflation data points are inside the modus range. On the other hand, the accuracy of end of year inflation from SPP and SKDU are not good since most of inflation data points are not inside the modus range (for SPP) or near the inflation expectation data points (for SKDU).
Correlation of CF Measures of Infllation Expectation with Actual Inflation (end of quarter yoy inflation)
Note: TIC (Theil Inequality Coefficient) allows for the performance of the inflation expectations survey data to be compared to naïve (or random walk) predictions of inflation. A TIC of less than 1 is said to out-perform a naïve forecast; ME = Mean Error; MAE = Mean absolute error. RMSE = Root Mean Square Error. U-Theilmeasure of the degree to which inflation expectation differs from actual inflation. Values closer to 0 indicating greater forecasting accuracy 
Figure 12. Inflation Expectation from Proffesional Forecaster (SPP), Busines Survey (SKDU) and Actual inflation
From the analysis in this section we can conclude that survey measures of inflation expectation seems to be forward looking, but only for quite short horizon (mostly less than the intended forecast horizon). The modified SKDU balance scores and 1 quarter consensus forecast show comparable correlation with next quarter yoy inflation. Both measures also show similar behavior with the current and t-1 yoy inflation.
For survey data that measures next two quarter inflation expectation, inflation expectation from Consensus Forecast shows higher correlation with actual inflation than the modified SK 6 month and SPE 6 month. Among all survey that report the inflation expectation rates (not balance scores), consensus forecast has the best performance in terms of accuracy in predicting the level of inflation at the intended forecast horizon. For comparison purposes, we plot the modified SKDU balance scores, SSMX inflation expectation, 1 quarter a head Consensus Forecast and inflation series in Figure 13 . From the Graph we can see that the modified SKDU, consensus forecast and SSMX series can mimic the movement of actual inflation relatively well. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of Various Measures of Quarterly Inflation Expectation
Similarity of the movement between 1 quarter a head consensus forecast and the modified SKDU balance scores as evident in Figure 13 , and also the similarity of correlation of both indicators with past, present and future inflation, motivate us to explore further the relationship between these measures.
As mentioned in Table 1 , besides reporting price movement expectation in the form of balance scores, SKDU also reports end of year yoy inflation expectation rate in first, second and third quarter publications, and end of next year yoy inflation expectation rate for fourth quarter publications. The accuracy of these measures in forecasting actual inflation is reported in Table 5 . Due to the limited data series available from SKDU, we cannot apply the same method we use in the previous section to analyze the relationship between SKDU inflation expectation and Consensus Forecast. Table 7 reports the published inflation expectation rate from Consensus Forecast and SKDU. In contrast to what we found if we use the modified balance score from SKDU, the 1 quarter ahead inflation expectation rate between SKDU and Consensus Forecast are significantly differ. These differences are also appeared in the longer horizons. However, we still need to consider that data points in these comparisons are limited so that we may not observe the real relationship. Nevertheless, if we only focus in the data presented in Table 7 , we can see that consensus forecast has higher accuracy in predicting actual inflation than SKDU.
We can also observe in Table 7 that for Consensus Forecast, there are significant corrections from the longer horizon»s forecasts to the shorter ones. While for SKDU, we do not observe the same behavior. Table 8 may reveal the reason for these differences. We apply the method used by Harmanta (2009) to examine whether inflation expectations are anchored to the targets announced by the government. We use only 4 quarter a head inflation expectation from the two surveys, since unlike the shorter horizons,they are most likely influenced by the government targets.
From column 7a and 7b, we can see that the 4 quarter a head Consensus Forecasts are mostly anchored to the government»s inflation target. While SKDU inflation expectations only anchored in one year (2006) . From this we can conclude that the credibility of the government»s inflation target is higher in the eyes of Consensus Forecast respondents, compared to SKDU respondents. How much of this difference will affect the dynamic of actual inflation? The analysis in the next two sections will try to shed some lights to this question by comparing the effect of shocks of different inflation expectation measures to the dynamic of actual inflation, and examine their directional information in predicting current and future level of inflation.
Notes: Column 7 is calculated by the difference between the upper bound or lower bound of the target (whichever is the closest to inflation expectation measures) and the measures of inflation expectation, Column 5 = 2 -4, Column 6 = 3 -2, Column 7 = 3 -4 
The Effect on Actual Inflation
To analyze whether each survey measures of inflation expectation affect the dynamic of the actual inflation, we estimate bivariate VAR models with inflation and a measure of inflation expectation as endogenous variables. To identify shocks to expected inflation, we assume that the inflation rate react contemporaneously to inflation expectation shocks, whereas expected inflation reacts with a one period lag in the fluctuations of the actual inflation. This is based on Cholesky decomposition, where expected inflation is ordered before actual inflation. This ordering captures our identifying assumption that expected inflation is contemporaneously predetermined. To explore the dynamic interrelationship between expected and actual inflation, we use impulse response function and variance decomposition.
The method and assumptions used in this section is similar to the one used by Gnaan et al. (2009) and Leduc et al. (2007) . Unfortunately, in our case, we find that one of the variables in each model have a unit root while the other is stationer (except for the SK6m and SPE6m_yoy models, where both endogenous variables are non-stationer). Because of limited data points, in some of the models, we cannot reject that inflation have a unit root (if we use more data points, we can reject that inflation have a unit root). To be cautious, we estimate all VAR models using the difference of the variables. In the case of SK6m and SPE6m_yoy, Johansen cointegration tests show that there is no cointegration among the endogenous variables used in those models. We estimate bi-variate VAR models containing two lags of the endogenous variables. The results are robust with respect to the inclusion of additional lags. However, due to the rather short time series (especially for the data with quarterly frequancy), we chose to include only two lags in our preferred specification.
For the analysis in this section we will group the impulse response function for the models that have the same frequency and compatibility with a certain measurement of inflation (qtq, 6 months or yoy). For the first group, we will examine SK and SPE measures of inflation expectation for 3 and 6 months forecast horizon (original balance scores). From previous section we found that these measures shows a very low heterogeneity, retailers inflation expectation lead consumers» inflation expectation by 1 month and consumers» inflation expectation might be influenced by retailers» inflation expectation. The results of impulse response function seem to agree with these findings. As we can see from Figure 14 , shocks to changes in consumer expectation have a direct effect on the changes of inflation from horizon 1 until 2, while shocks to changes in retailers» expectation have an effect on the changes in inflation rate at horizon 3. Unfortunately for the 6 months measures we do not found the same phenomenon. Shocks to changes in consumers» next 6 month price movement have a very small effect on the changes on the level of inflation. While a shock to changes in retailers» expectation have no effect on inflation. Figure 15 shows impulse response function for various measures of inflation expectation with quarterly frequency. It is important to note that we found a different response of shocks from 1 quarter Consensus Forecast and modified SKDU balance scores to the dynamic of actual inflations. From previous sections, we found that both measures have a similar correlation with past, current and future level of inflations. From Figure 15 , we can see that shocks to changes in Consensus Forecast»s inflation expectation have an effect on the changes on the level of inflation at horizon 1 and 2. While shocks to changes in firms» expectation affect the changes of inflation only at horizon 2. The graph also shows that shocks to changes in Consensus Forecast»s inflation expectation (of various forecast horizons) affect the changes on the level of inflation starting from horizon 1. The magnitude and the length of the effects are decreasing as the forecast horizon increases.
As evident in Figure 16 , compared to the other survey measures of inflation expectation, shock to the modified SK and SPE inflation expectation have relatively smaller effect on the dynamic of actual inflation. Granger Causality test in Table 9 shows that almost all of the inflation expectation indicators granger causes inflation, except for SPE6m (SurveiPenjualanEcerean √ 6 months). On the other hand, inflation doesn»t granger cause all indicators, except for SPE3m (SurveiPenjualanEceran-3 months) and CF_2Q( Consensus Forecast √ 2 Quarter).√Based on Impulse Response Function and granger causality test results, we can conclude that almost all of inflation expectation indicators have an effect on the dynamic of the actual inflation. The result of variance decomposition of inflation for each VAR model is shown in Table 10 . From this table we can see that depending on the indicator used, shocks to inflation expectation account for up to 75.76% of the variability of the changes of inflation. 
Directional Information in Predicting Current and Future Inflation
In this section we will examine the directional information that each inflation expectation measure has in predicting current and future level of inflation. This is done based on the idea that although survey measures of inflation expectation are not accurate, they may still be useful to supplement other economic indicators in providing a more accurate forecast of inflation.
We follow the method of Ranchold (2003) that use a simple model of inflation with past inflation, the output gap and trade weighted index as the regressors. This model is the open economy version of the hybrid New Keynesian Phillips Curve. For our purpose, we will use the version of NKPC that was also used by Alamsyah (2008) with past inflation, the output gap and terms of trade as the regressors. We measure the contribution of the addition of inflation expectation data to the explanatory power of the model (i.e the increase in adjusted R 2 when survey data is included in the model). As in the correlation analysis, we are not only interested in the additional predictive power of the survey data to the model of inflation at the intended forecast horizon, but also at the time of the survey and at the time after the survey up until the forecast horizon.
First Regression
:
Where π t is inflation at period t; π t -1 is past inflation (time t-1); Ogap is output gap at period t; TOT is the term of trade, and π e is survey measures of inflation expectation. The additional predictive power is calculated as the difference between Adjusted R-square of the two regressions (second regression minus first regression).
Ideally we would do the regression using the level of each variables, but since according to unit root test, some of the variables are I(1), we have to do the regression in first difference. In every case, Johansen»s cointegration test shows that all I(1) variables in each model are not cointegrated (unit root cointegration test results are in the Appendix). As in every regression, using the first difference of the variables makes the interpretation harder. But since we only interested in the increase (or decrease) in the adjusted R 2 of the model, the interpretation would not be a problem.
For the analysis in this section, we use only the survey data that are compatible with the measurement of yoy inflation. Because of this, we only use the modified version of SK, SPE and SKDU data, in addition to CF data. For comparison purposes, we also use inflation expectation series that we get from SSMX model. The available data for output gap and TOT are only in quarterly frequency, so we use only data for the month of March, June, September and December for SK and SPE. We cannot analyze the modified SK data that are based on the next 3 month price movement expectation because of the limited data points available for this series.
From Table 11 , we can see that the addition of inflation expectation measures from CF, SKDU_yoy and SPE3bln_yoy add a substantial predictive power to the simple model of next quarter inflation. The highest extra predictive power is caused by the addition of SKDU_yoy. SK6bln_yoy produce similar additional predictive power as SKDU_yoy, but this series is actually intended to measures next 2 quarter inflation expectation. For the next 2 quarter model of inflation, the highest additional predictive power is given by the inclusion of CF_2Q series.
SSMX-generated inflation expectation series shows a significant additional predictive power if added to inflation model at time t. This shows that, unlike the surveys» measures, this series is actually design to predict inflation at time t, not time t+1. SSMX model is not considered to be a consistent and fully rational expectation model, since its forecast is different from the expectation. This is actually inlinewith empirical evidences in Indonesia, where although inflation formation tends to be forward looking, but the past inflation still have a significant influence.
For modeling purposes, CF_1Q series can be used as an alternative of inflation expectation series in macro-econometric model. This series provide directional information regarding current and next quarter inflation. Compared to the one used by SSMX, this series can be regarded as a more ≈rational∆ (since more accurate in predicting future level of inflation), but based on imperfect foresight process (contrary to SSMX that use actual inflation in estimating inflation expectation). Different outcomes that we observed between CF and SSMX series with regards to their predictive power in determining current and future level of inflation, arised from the different assumptions applied to their data generating process. Both series represent ≈non-fully rational∆ expectations but with different degree of forward looking behavior. The advantage of using CF series compared to SSMX is that the level of forward looking behavior in inflation formation is not fixed and can be changed overtime. But the choice of implementing this series in macro-econometric model should be based on∆its accuracy on forecasting the inflation and other macroeconomic variables.
Because of the lag in the publication of survey data, for forecasting purposes, central bank will be interested in the performance of more than 2 quarter horizon. The only available Table 11 . Contribution to Adjusted R2 When Inflation Expectation Measures is added in the simple Model of Inflation data with ample performance is from Consensus Forecast, but the performance of next 4-6 quarter inflation forecast is not good.
As noticeable from the analysis that we have done throughout Chapter 5, there are many limitations due to the incomplete information and incompatibility of different survey data. A few criteria of ≈ideal∆ inflation expectation information that are needed for policy analysis and modeling purposes, are : 1. Each survey should have term structure of inflation expectation dynamics of 1 to 4 quarter a head horizons. 2. Inflation expectations are measured in end of period quarterly yoy inflation expectation. 3. If it»s not possible to have reliable information from the respondents regarding their end of period yoy quarterly inflation expectation rate,then the survey should have information regarding price movement expectation that encompasses next 1 to 4 quarters horizons (measured using balance scores method). These price movement expectation data should be supplemented by price movement perception of the last 1 to 4 quarters (also measured using balance scores method). By having both expectation and perception balance scores, we will have enough information to transform the balance scores data into inflation expectation rates using the Carlson-Parkin approach (as discussed in Millet, 2006) .
V. CONCLUSION
This study has analyzed empirically the inflation surveys and found several importantfindings, first, among various measures of inflation expectations in Indonesia, consensus forecast (CF) is the only one that gives a complete term structures of inflation expectation from 1 to 4 quarters a head horizons. In addition, CF also has monthly data on current year inflation expectation and next-year inflation expectation (average of yoy monthly inflations).Second, the heterogeneity of inflation expectationamong economic agents and professional forecasterfor short forecast horizon (1 quarter a head) is very low. For modeling purposes, it may be acceptable to assume homogeneous inflation expectation among agents.Third, correlation analysis and granger causality test seems to suggest that consumer inflation expectation might be influenced by retailers» inflation expectation, and Inflation expectation of professional forecaster might be influenced by inflation expectation of the firms.
These three findings lead to the first conclusion;the inflation expectations of different economic agents varies one another and there are inflation expectation spillovers among different economic agents. The mechanism in which how these spillovers take place is an issue that warrants further research. Among these inflation expectation surveys, the consensus forecast (CF) can be used as the main source of information in determining the level of public»s inflation expectation.»Second conclusion, all surveys of quarterly inflation expectation provide useful directional information regarding next quarter inflation. Among them, only CF measures provide useful directional information regarding next 2 quarter inflation, hence is the most sufficient for monetary policy purposes. For predicting the movement of future inflation rate, these data can be supported by other survey measures of inflation expectation, especially from Survei Kegiatan Dunia Usaha. For modeling purposes, 1 quarter a head consensus forecast (CF) series can be used as an alternative of inflation expectation series in macro-econometric model since this series provide directional information regarding current and next quarter inflation. This paper also finds that inflation expectation from observed surveys seems to be forward looking, but only for relatively short horizon (mostly less than the intended forecast horizon). Although the magnitude and length vary across measures of inflation expectation, the shock to inflation expectation significantly affects the dynamics of the actual inflation rate. Among all survey that report the inflation expectation rate (not balance score), Consensus Forecast has the best performance in terms of accuracy in predicting the level of inflation at the intended forecast horizon. This is the third conclusion of this paper.
The policy implication for the three conclusions above is straightforward. To increase their usefulness in supporting monetary policy analysis, inflation expectation information from various surveys that currently performed by Bank Indonesia need to be improved by increasing the compatibility of expectation measurement of different surveys and expanding the time horizons availability.
